Series G.
Case No. XX1.
The bed belonging to the boy's sister.

(chair is broken by unrestrained child)

boy has lost his brother,

Father has taken them all away.

1965
Series E.
Case No. XVII.
This is most the people in my aft. Bachteken his more (all a tray)
He is a hungry man. He wants to eat his lunch

He needs some food to eat.
The 3 roughly men with new shops
(e. g. creasy) They did not like us. They came & congrues infars.
I mean jolly's better.

I'm getting him now under.
My family has been in Africa before. There are many trees.
Aggression

Mixing paintbrush

Quite plasticine lump

In middle of this red

Mass and painting

Rand it, with same

Excitement
Green lady - good lady
A lady on top of that lady.
25.8.49

A blue lady
A man in white
Martin in brass
A blue lady
living alone in a house with
two children
very aggressive overpainting with
black
Home in lower Rt corner